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Summary1

Variations in fault structure, e.g. surface roughness and deformation zone width, influence the lo-2

cation and dynamics of large earthquakes as well as the distribution of small seismic events. In3

nature, changes in fault roughness and seismicity characteristics can rarely be studied simultane-4

ously, so that little is known about their interaction and evolution. Here, we investigate the connec-5

tion between fault structure and near-fault distributions of seismic events over series of stick-slip6

cycles in the laboratory. We conducted a set of experiments on rough faults that developed from7

incipient fracture surfaces. We monitored stress and seismic activity which occurred in the form8

of acoustic emissions. We determined acoustic emission density distributions as a function of fault9

normal distance based on high-accuracy hypocenter locations during subsequent interslip periods.10

The characteristics of these distributions were closely connected to different structural units of the11

faults, i.e. the fault core, off-fault and background damage zone. The core deformation zone was12

characterized by consistently high seismic activity, whereas the off-fault damage zone displayed a13

power-law decay of seismic activity with increasing distance from the fault core. The exponents14

of the power-law-distributed off-fault activity increased with successive stick-slip events so that15

later interslip periods showed a more rapid spatial decay of seismic activity from the fault. The16

increase in exponents was strongest during the first one to three interslip periods and reached17

approximately constant values thereafter. The relatively rapid spatial decay of acoustic emission18
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events during later interslip periods is likely an expression of decreasing fault zone complexity19

and roughness. Our results indicate a close relationship between fault structure, stress and seismic20

off-fault activity. A more extensive mapping of seismic off-fault activity-decay has the potential21

to significantly advance the understanding of fault zone properties including variations in fault22

roughness and stress.23

1 Introduction24

The complexity of strain accumulation along tectonic plate boundaries, which are comprised of sys-25

tems of faults, poses a challenge for the predictability of earthquakes. Earthquake rupture initiation26

and propagation is strongly influenced by the frictional properties and structure of faults. Faults27

are zones of high strain within the upper crust, consisting of a fault core surrounded by a zone of28

distributed damage (e.g. Caine et al., 1996; Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003). This damage zone consists29

of joints, cracks, pulverized rock, and subsidiary faults over a wide range of length scales, and30

the embedded fault core contains a gouge layer, as well as anastomosing principal and secondary31

zones of slip localization (e.g. Chester and Logan, 1986; Chester et al., 1993; Faulkner et al., 2003; Dor32

et al., 2006; Wibberley et al., 2008; Faulkner et al., 2010). The structure of fault zones varies along33

fault-strike and depends on both protolith composition and rock-fluid interactions (e.g. Schulz and34

Evans, 2000; Faulkner et al., 2003, 2008; Smith et al., 2013). Current models of fault zone structure35

suggest that faults are heterogeneous but become less complex with increasing displacements so36

that most of the slip on mature faults occurs within zones of highly localized strain (e.g. Chester37

et al., 1993; Chester and Chester, 1998; Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003). This is supported by geologic ob-38

servations of large off-set fault zones in Southern California (e.g. Chester and Chester, 1998; Rockwell39

and Ben-Zion, 2007). Fault evolution has additionally been documented by decreasing numbers of40

fault step-overs (e.g. Wesnousky, 1988), and decreasing geometric disorder of fault surface traces41

(Wechsler et al., 2010) with increasing cumulative displacements. These studies generally indicate a42

continuous evolution toward less complexity even after large amounts of slip (1–300 km) have been43

accumulated. This is in agreement with results from seismicity inferred fault smoothing which ap-44

pears to be active at displacements of up to ∼ 300 km (Powers and Jordan, 2010). However, other45

studies which examined roughness of exhumed fault surfaces suggested that large off-set faults46

remain in a state of constant complexity (Sagy et al., 2007; Candela et al., 2012), possibly due to de-47
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creasing rates of abrasional smoothing caused by gouge lubrication (Brodsky et al., 2011) or rupture48

related fault re-roughening (Bhat et al., 2004; Klinger, 2010). The apparent discrepancies in studies49

on fault roughness reduction as function of fault maturity raise questions about the uniformity of50

fault evolution. Fault roughness reduction may be scale-dependent, or a transient process that is51

only active on relatively young faults.52

A better documentation of fault evolution is vital for the understanding of many upper crustal53

processes. A reduction in fault roughness, for example, influences the characteristics of strain re-54

lease during fault slip including slip distributions, stress drops, and off-fault stresses (Power and55

Tullis, 1995; Dieterich and Smith, 2009; Candela et al., 2011a,b; Dunham et al., 2011). Moreover, the56

degree of slip localization and roughness reduction of evolving fault zones govern many fault pro-57

cesses related to fault-hydrology, fault-zone growth, earthquake-rupture dynamics and the near-58

fault distribution of seismic events (e.g. Ben-Zion and Sammis, 2003; Wibberley et al., 2008; Faulkner59

et al., 2010; Powers and Jordan, 2010). Similarly, the geometry of systems of faults controls local60

earthquake interactions and seismicity clustering. Models that include these fault-system-induced61

interactions can produce seismicity characteristics similar to regional observations and replicate62

observed statistical relations of natural seismicity, including aftershock clustering (e.g. Ward, 2000;63

Rundle et al., 2004; Dieterich and Richards-Dinger, 2010). Thus, a more detailed understanding of fault64

evolution and its controls on seismic event distribution is essential, not least for seismic hazard as-65

sessment.66

Geologic observations of fault-zone structure are commonly limited to inactive, exhumed fault67

branches, so that an investigation of fault structure, fault evolution and associated variations in68

seismicity distributions is not straightforward. To overcome these limitations, we study fault69

evolution and seismic event distributions on complex fault zones in laboratory experiments un-70

der upper crustal stress-conditions. We present results from series of stick-slip experiments on71

laboratory-created fault zones during which we document stress, strain, and seismic activity as72

well as post-experimental fault structures. We previously tested the connection between rough-73

ness and seismicity-density distributions on planar surfaces with predefined roughness showing74

that the off-fault activity can be described by a power-law which is controlled by fault roughness75

and normal stress (Goebel et al., 2014). The observed power-law distributions are in agreement with76

a theoretical study on the effects of fractal roughness on off-fault seismicity distributions (Dieterich77

and Smith, 2009). We extend the previous experiments through the creation of series of stick-slip78
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events on structurally complex fault zones that developed from incipient, natural fracture surfaces.79

The current study is divided into three parts: Initially, we compare fault zone structure observed in80

computer tomography (CT) scans, photographic images, and thin-sections with acoustic emission81

(AE) density distributions. We then investigate changes in AE density distributions with succes-82

sive stick-slip events as possible indicator for progressive fault smoothing. Lastly, we examine the83

connection between variations in normal stress and seismic off-fault activity distributions.84

2 Data and Method85

We show results from four frictional sliding experiments (WG04, WG05, WG07, and WG08) on86

Westerly granite surfaces, loaded under triaxial compression. Prior to loading, the rock samples87

were prepared with saw-cut notches at 30° angles to the loading axis to concentrate deformation88

toward the center of the samples (see suppl. material: Figure S1 and Goebel et al., 2012, for schematic89

representations of sample geometry and loading conditions). Initially, we fractured the intact part90

between the notches. We then increased the confining pressure to lock the faults and loaded the91

samples axially resulting in series of stick-slip events (see suppl. material for more details). The92

current study focuses on results from the stick-slip sliding phase of these experiments. This phase93

was generally conducted at a constant axial displacement rate (20 µm/min, and corresponding94

axial strain-rate: ǫ̇ ≈ 3 · 10−6 s−1) and constant confining pressure (Pc = 150 MPa). Changes in95

differential stress were determined from force measurements of an external load cell. Fault normal96

stresses were computed under consideration of changing fault geometries, i.e. we corrected for97

different notch depths and changes in effective fault surface area due to slip (Scott et al., 1994; Tembe98

et al., 2010). A summary of loading conditions, sample geometry, and stresses can be found in99

Table 5.100

[Table 1 about here.]101

The deformation along the laboratory-created fault zones was connected to high AE activity.102

To document the AE activity, we employed a high-speed (10 MHz sampling frequency) and high-103

accuracy (16 bits amplitude resolution) data acquisition system (see Stanchits et al., 2006, for details).104

AE events were recorded using a miniature seismic-array, consisting of 16 piezo-electric transduc-105

ers. AE event locations were determined from travel-time inversions of automatically picked first106
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arrival times. The location-uncertainty of AE hypocenters was estimated at 1–4 mm, depending on107

the proximity of an event to the limits of seismic array coverage. The total number of located AEs108

varied between ∼30,000 to ∼100,000 for the different experiments (see Goebel et al., 2013a).109

The analysis of fault-normal AE distributions within this study largely follows Goebel et al.110

(2014). Initially, we projected the recorded AE hypocenter locations into the corresponding, best-111

fitting fault coordinate systems. The spatial decay of AE events relative to the fault was determined112

from linear density estimates (e.g. Silverman, 1986) analogous to previous studies of natural seis-113

micity (Powers and Jordan, 2010; Hauksson, 2010). Fault-normal AE densities were computed by114

sampling a constant number (N) of nearest-neighbor events starting from the fault center (Silver-115

man, 1986). We determined the density of the individual samples, which is proportional to the116

fault-normal distance of the Nth event. The density was then normalized by the total fault area117

and experiment duration. Changes in the sample size, N, mainly influence the data scatter, and the118

characteristics within the distribution tail, whereas the slopes remained stable (see suppl. material119

Figure S2). Prior to AE density estimates, we stacked the AE activity from both sides of the faults120

and test for symmetry of AE event distributions relative to the fault axis. The symmetry test in-121

volves comparing the cumulative fault-normal-distances from each side of the fault and computing122

the maximum Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) distances for a set of possible fault center locations. The123

“true” fault axis minimizes the KS-distance between both fault sides. Details about the estimation124

of AE density distributions and sensitivity to fault orientation and centering can be found in the125

suppl. material.126

The fall-off in AE density distributions could be described by a power-law. The power-law ex-127

ponents were determined using a maximum likelihood estimate (e.g. Newman, 2005; Clauset et al.,128

2009). The corresponding minimum bounds were computed through maximizing the fit between129

observed and modeled, power-law-distributed data. The best-fitting power-law parameters min-130

imize the KS-distances between the observed and the modeled cumulative distributions (Clauset131

et al., 2009). We tested the statistical significance of the power-law fits by bootstrap resampling. To132

this aim, we created 10,000 synthetic data sets based on the estimated power-law parameters and133

compute the goodness-of-fit between synthetic data and the model as well as empirical data and134

the model. The resampling method evaluates how much of the difference between the model and135

the data can be explained by random, statistical variations as opposed to systematic variations,136

e.g., due to applying an incorrect model. Following Clauset et al. (2009), we chose a significance137
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level of 0.1 as sufficient to establish the power-law hypothesis. We tested the influence of hypocen-138

tral uncertainties on power-law distributions using synthetic data (Goebel et al., 2014). Close to the139

fault, the convolution of power-law and Gaussian uncertainties is controlled by location uncer-140

tainties whereas at larger distance the power-law dominates the distributions. The more distant141

portion of the distribution can be used to estimate the power-law parameters and the influence142

of the Gaussian can be removed by a simple linear correction using the expected uncertainty, if143

both uncertainty and power-law exponent are not very large. The synthetic tests also revealed that144

the minimum power-law bound can lie slightly beneath the hypocentral uncertainties. A more de-145

tailed description of the here employed tests for power-law behavior and corresponding parameter146

estimates can be found in Goebel et al. (2014).147

3 Results148

Stick-slip type fault motion is characterized by increasing stresses during interslip periods and an149

abrupt decrease during failure, which can be considered a laboratory analog to natural earthquake150

behavior (e.g. Brace and Byerlee, 1966). We strove to mimic the natural faulting process through cre-151

ating series of stick-slip events on structurally complex fault zones allowing for abrupt earthquake-152

like stress release and fault evolution over several seismic cycles. As a consequence, the differential-153

stress curves during our experiments were generally characterized by: (1) A gradual stress increase154

which was linear at first and progressively deviated from linearity closer to failure, and (2) sudden155

stress drops with magnitudes ranging from 4 to 220 MPa (Figure 1). We observed two different156

groups of stress drop events: large stress drop (LSD) events with magnitudes between 118 and157

220 MPa and small stress drop (SSD) events with magnitudes from 4 to 65 MPa. The characteris-158

tics of stress release of the current experiments differ from tests on planar, saw-cut surfaces (Goebel159

et al., 2014) during which predominantly linear stress increases alternated with LSD events. This160

suggests a direct relation between structural complexity and stress-curve complexity observed be-161

fore failure, which were present during the current tests on natural-rough, fractured surfaces but162

absent during saw-cut surface experiments. In Sections 3.2 & 3.3, we examine fault structural com-163

plexity and connected changes in AE densities with fault-normal distance and successive stick-slip164

events in more detail. Periods between successive stick-slip events will be referred to as interslip165

periods (ISPs). The result section is organized as follows: Initially, we examine generic charac-166
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teristics of AE hypocenter locations, fault structures, and AE density distributions. We then test167

changes in AE densities with successive stick-slips exemplified for experiment WG04, and then168

for all other experiments. Lastly, we analyze differences in off-fault AE density distributions be-169

tween individual experiments and discuss possible mechanisms, for example, differences in fault170

formation history and fault normal stresses.171

[Figure 1 about here.]172

3.1 Acoustic emission hypocenter locations173

The observed AE event populations enable monitoring of regions of local failure stress exceedance174

and connected micro-fracture processes. They also outline the approximate fault-zone extent and175

orientation within resolution limits and location errors. Figure 2 shows AE event locations during176

the three ISPs of experiment WG04, displayed in the corresponding, best-fit fault coordinate system177

( Xf, Yf, Zf denote coordinates in-plane slip-orthogonal, slip-normal, and slip-parallel directions).178

AE events generally highlight a zone of high strain and brittle deformation, i.e. the fault zone179

that developed from an initial fracture surface. While much of the deformation is localized within180

a planar zone connecting the two saw-cut notches, we also observed a diffuse zone of AE activity181

that extended out to larger fault normal distances. Furthermore, the AE event cloud indicates some182

degree of fault curvature and variations in fault zone widths along the Zf-axis from 10 to 20 mm.183

Additional to [Y,Z] fault curvature, we observed some AE activity toward the sample boundary184

([Zf = −20 mm, Yf = 15 mm] in the upper frame of Figure 2) likely connected to secondary185

faulting. The highest AE activity was observed during the first ISP whereas later ISPs showed less186

activity and more pronounced AE clustering within localized fault regions.187

[Figure 2 about here.]188

3.2 Fault structure and average acoustic emission density distributions189

In the following, we investigate fault structural characteristics and damage-zone widths inferred190

from post-experimental micro-structure images and fault-normal AE event density distributions,191

exemplified for experiment WG07. Thin-section images of the laboratory-created fault zones re-192

vealed zones of highly strained material within the fault core consisting of fault gouge, larger clasts193

(up to ∼ 0.1 mm) and one or more principle slip surfaces. These zones are embedded into highly194
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fractured host rock. The density of micro fractures decreased as function of distance from the core195

deformation zone (see also Goebel et al., 2013b). The width of the core deformation zone could be196

identified within individual fault-orthogonal planes in photographic and CT images (Figure 3a,197

b), revealing strong variation along fault-strike. The maximum extent is up to ∼ 3 mm but may198

also be higher if additional principal slip surfaces are present. Principal slip surfaces, which have199

estimated widths on the order of tens of micrometers, exhibit a complex behavior: diverging and200

joining together in different fault regions enclosing larger clasts between anastomosing branches.201

The enclosed material is commonly strongly fractured and shows local evidence of shear. The202

minimum extent of the core deformation zone was ∼ 1 mm (Figure 3c), however, this width is also203

difficult to constrain due to the inherent incompleteness of 2-D representations of a 3-D, structurally204

complex fault zone. Thus, the minimum width may even be lower in zones of highly localized de-205

formation. Moreover, the displayed fault structure is the result of sample fracture and subsequent206

stick-slip events. The initial fault creation may already produce some micro-crack damage within207

the fracture process zone (Vermilye and Scholz, 1998; Janssen et al., 2001). Thus, the post-experimental208

structural analysis provides a cumulative picture of the created damage rather than resolving dam-209

age caused by individual stick-slip events.210

[Figure 3 about here.]211

To obtain a more detailed picture of stick-slip related damage, we tested a possible connection212

between fault structure and average AE density distributions. The latter were initially estimated for213

AE events of all ISPs. Events within a 8–20 s time window after slip onsets, showed a pronounced214

Omori-type aftershock decay (Goebel et al., 2012, 2013b). The aftershocks together with AE events215

that were associated with slip events were excluded from the current analysis because, here, we are216

interested in damage creation during stress increase on rough faults.217

AE densities were determined using the same sample size (N = 30) for all experiments to ensure218

comparability of the results. We tested different values for N ranging from 10–240 which resulted219

in varying degrees of smoothness of density distributions and a slight decrease of the maximum220

extent of AE densities for the largest values of N, while the rate of special decay of AE densities221

remained largely unchanged (see suppl. material Figure S2). The AE density in our experiments222

was generally high close to the fault axis and remained at approximately constant values out to223

distances of several millimeters, for example, ∼2 mm for WG04 (Figure 4). The constant, high AE224
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activity indicates strong brittle deformation within this zone. At larger distances, the AE-density225

decay could be described by a power-law. The power-laws were bounded by the parameters Ymin226

and Ymax (see Figure 4). The former marks the transition between high AE activity within the227

core deformation zone and the power-law decay in AE activity. Ymax marks the transition to a228

zone of secondary, seismic activity. This activity is likely not directly connected to the deforma-229

tion along the fault but could rather be caused by large secondary cracks, or preexisting material230

heterogeneity. In our experiments, quantitative estimates of Ymax are impossible if the transition to231

the secondary activity occurs at large distances, or if the secondary activity is low. Consequently,232

the following analysis and interpretation are largely based on the power-law exponents, γ, and233

the minimum bounds, Ymin, which can be estimated more reliably. In addition, we determined the234

parameters γ
∗ which shows the variation in γ as a function of different values for the lower power-235

law bound, and γs which is the power-law exponent corrected for hypocentral uncertainties.236

[Figure 4 about here.]237

The core deformation zone widths, wf and the minimum power-law bound, Ymin, varied sys-238

tematically with the length of the saw-cut-guided, fracture surface, lRS (Table 2). Longer, rough239

surfaces were generally connected to larger maximum values of wf. Similarly, Ymin increased as a240

function of lRS for all experiments, except for WG05. The increase in Ymin highlights that longer,241

initially-rough surfaces led to broader damage zone widths and broader zones of high AE activity.242

Experiment WG05 showed lower values for both power-law exponent, γ, and Ymin than expected243

from the corresponding values of lRS and wf, which will be explored in more detail in Section 3.4.244

The width of the zone of high AE activity, which is approximately 2Ymin because of the profile245

stacking from both sides of the fault, is generally wider than the estimates of wf. This difference in246

width can be explained by a previously identified lower resolution between optical and AE meth-247

ods (Zang et al., 2000). Optical methods generally have a lower resolution so that the AE hypocenter248

locations resolve damage structures out to larger fault-normal distances. Nevertheless, the initial249

comparison between fault zone structure and fault-normal AE density distributions shows inter-250

esting parallels, for example, the pronounced zone of high brittle deformation seen in both the251

microscopic images and high AE event densities close to the fault axis. This zone transitions into252

a power-law fall-off in AE densities and a region of decreasing micro-crack densities observed in253

thin-section images.254
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[Table 2 about here.]255

3.3 Changes in density distributions and off-fault activity exponents with suc-256

cessive stick-slip events257

We explored variations in the spatial decay of AE density distributions with successive ISPs starting258

with experiment WG04. The initial ISP of experiment WG04 showed a plateau of AE density close259

to the fault axis out to a distance of about 2 mm (Figure 5 top). Further out, a roll-over region260

occurs between 1.5–2.3 mm, and a power-law decay out to distances of Yf ∼ 7 mm. Secondary261

AE activity was also visible but did not influence the power-law slopes close to the fault. This262

observation was confirmed by computing power-law exponents without the region of secondary263

cracking. The power-law exponents increased systematically with successive stick-slip events i.e.264

a relatively larger proportion of AEs appeared closer to the fault highlighting a faster spatial decay265

during later ISPs (Figure 5).266

To investigate the characteristics of individual density distributions in more detail, we com-267

puted the power-law exponent, γ
∗, as function of varying minimum power-law cut-offs, Y∗

min (Fig-268

ure 5 insets). In case of power-law distributed data, we expect to observe a rapid increase in γ
∗

269

below Ymin, followed by largely constant values over the extent of the power-law and larger fluc-270

tuations in the distribution tail. The corresponding KS-distances for different values of Y∗

min show271

a minimum at the beginning of the γ
∗-plateau in agreement with the expected Ymin values (Fig-272

ure 5, inset). The γ
∗ values increased systematically over the whole range of Y∗

min with subsequent273

ISPs emphasizing the robustness of the evolutionary trend. The range of the power-law behav-274

ior remained approximately constant over the series of stick-slips based on an assessment of the275

constant portion of γ
∗. Ymin increased systematically with successive stick-slip events from 2.3 for276

ISP 1 to 4 for ISP 2, and 5 for ISP 3. The uncertainties in γ are generally small, compared to those in277

Ymin which showed uncertainties up to ∼ 0.5 mm due to the extended roll-over regions. The lower278

bound, Ymin, is an important parameter in distinguishing the power-law distributed, off-fault ac-279

tivity, and the ’on-fault’ activity which consists of regions of constant AE density and is bounded280

by the roll-over region. For simplicity, we will refer to AE events that occurred at fault-normal281

distances above Ymin as off-fault, and those below as on-fault activity.282

[Figure 5 about here.]283
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We examined if the observed trend of decreasing off-fault activity exponents could be observed284

for all experiments (Figure 6). Experiments WG04, WG07, and WG08 show a similar relative trend285

in γ, i.e. comparably low values at the beginning, followed by an increase over the initial 1–3 ISPs.286

All experiments approached approximately constant values during later ISPs. We observed a sub-287

stantial difference in the average value of γ between the experiments. Experiment WG05 showed288

the lowest average γ-value, and also deviated from the previous trend of initial increasing power-289

law exponents and subsequent constant values. The other experiments showed increasing average290

values of γ with increasing length of the rough fault zones. In the following, we investigate ex-291

periment WG05 in more detail by comparing it to experiment WG07. Both experiments had sim-292

ilar initial sample geometries (i.e. length of saw-cut notches) and were subject to similar loading293

stresses.294

[Figure 6 about here.]295

In spite of similar initial sample geometry, the natural fracture process of the intact part be-296

tween the ends of the notches resulted in varying fault structure and fault orientation for different297

experiments. These differences are also expressed in variations of the principal orientation of AE298

hypocenter populations. In the following, we assume that AE hypocenter locations are connected299

to principle slip surfaces so that the regions of highest AE densities mark the locations of the prin-300

ciple slip surfaces. Consequently, we can determine possible variations in slip surface orientation301

for each ISP by projecting the AE hypocenters into a best-fitting fault coordinate system. The cor-302

responding fault angles, µf, are used to compute changes in normal stress with successive ISPs and303

between experiments.304

Normal stress and µf vary substantially between WG05 and WG07 (Figure 7). For experiment305

WG05, the best-fit fault plane was oriented at ≈ 40° angle from the vertical loading axis during the306

initial ISP. This angle decreased systematically with successive stick-slip events down to µf ≈ 35°307

during the last ISP. Experiment WG07, on the other hand, showed an approximately constant fault308

orientation at µf ≈ 27° (see suppl. material Figure S5). In addition to changes in µf, we observed309

that WG05 showed substantially higher AE activity than WG07 at larger distances from the fault310

surface. This difference is in agreement with the average values of γ.311

[Figure 7 about here.]312

To further test for possible differences in fault orientation, fault structure, and changes in prin-313
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ciple slip surfaces between WG05 and WG07, we analyzed post-experimental computer tomog-314

raphy (CT) images (Figure 8). The CT-images generally depict the cumulative damage creation315

due to sample fracture and subsequent stick-slip events. The CT-scans revealed slightly larger316

fault angles for WG05 compared to WG07. Furthermore, we observed a comparably broad zone of317

high crack-density for experiment WG05 whereas WG07 showed a more localized core deforma-318

tion zone (Figure 8 insets). To compare these results to our prior estimates of µf, we highlighted319

the corresponding angles in both CT-images. The damage-zone orientation and width within the320

CT-scan of experiment WG05 highlight a likely migration of the principle slip surface from 40° to321

35° during successive stick-slip events. The damage-zone width of WG07, on the other hand, is322

comparably narrow, underlining the pronounced stability of principal slip surface orientations and323

µf. Our estimate of µf based on AE hypocenters was ≈1° lower than expected from CT-images, but324

is in agreement with a possible range of µf = 27°–30° based on the observed width of the fault zone325

in Figure 8. Due to the cumulative character of the damage within the CT-images a precise estima-326

tion of the fault angles for each ISP is complicated. Nevertheless, the slightly larger angle between327

fault and loading axis for experiment WG05 together with the broader damage zone support the328

previously suggested differences in µf between WG05 and WG07.329

[Figure 8 about here.]330

3.4 Changes in off-fault activity exponent with normal stress331

Based on the variations in fault angle and the relatively large differences in effective, rough surface332

area (i.e. the fault area between the pre-cut notches), we also expect the stress level on the faults to333

differ between experiments. To investigate the influence of normal stress on seismic off-fault activ-334

ity, we computed shear and normal stresses (see Table 5) corrected for both notch lengths and fault335

displacements. We then compared stress estimates to average off-fault activity exponents. To this336

aim, we compiled the AE events of all ISPs and computed AE density profiles but again excluded337

events within initial ISPs which showed the strongest deviation from the average γ values. We338

observed a general trend of lower off-fault activity exponents with increasing normal stress so that339

γ and σn show a negative, linear relationship (Figure 9). The corresponding Pearson’s correlation340

coefficient was estimated at r = −0.93 (Spearman’s rank = −0.80). Larger normal stresses result341

in a relatively larger proportion of off-fault activity which are associated with the relatively low342
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γ-values, for example for experiment WG05, which experienced the largest fault stress level and a343

comparably slow off-fault activity decrease.344

[Figure 9 about here.]345

Table 3 presents an overview of off-fault activity exponents, corresponding goodness-of-fit (p-346

values) and the AE rate for individual experiments. In Goebel et al. (2014), we investigated the influ-347

ence of hypocentral uncertainties on power-law parameters of the off-fault activity decay, and we348

find a linear increase in both γ and Ymin as function of hypocentral uncertainty, if the latter follows349

a normal distribution. The power-law exponents, γcorr, corrected for hypocentral uncertainties,350

are displayed in Table 3, as well as in Figure 9 assuming an average hypocentral uncertainty of351

∼ 2 mm, and are the basis of the following discussion.352

[Table 3 about here.]353

4 Discussion354

4.1 Relating fault structure and AE density distribution355

Our results suggest a close connection between fault structure and AE density distributions. The356

density distributions are characterized by a zone of constant, high AE density close to the princi-357

pal slip surface, a roll-over region, and a zone of rapid activity decay which could be described358

by a power-law. Within a previous experimental series, we showed that the power-law decay is359

controlled by both fault roughness and fault normal stress (Goebel et al., 2014). Through analyz-360

ing sets of post-experimental thin-sections, we quantified the connection between fault structure361

and resulting AE density characteristics (Figure 10). The high AE density plateau is connected to362

strong brittle deformation within the fault core which is dominated by fine-grained gouge, large,363

elongated clasts (up to ∼ 0.1 mm) and zones of localized slip. We observed a transitional dam-364

age zone between highly deformed fault core and host-rock that showed pervasive fracturing and365

evidence of local shear deformation. Progressive damage accumulation likely led to a widening366

of the transitional damage zone as well as an increase in Ymin (see Figure 5). A widening of the367

damage zone may occur in form of wall rock erosion, grain fracture, grain plucking and subse-368

quent assimilation into the central gouge layer (e.g. Amitrano and Schmittbuhl, 2002). However,369

these observations should be interpreted cautiously because both roll-over zone width and Ymin370
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are sensitive to hypocentral uncertainties and small variations during the projection of AEs into371

the corresponding fault coordinate systems.372

[Figure 10 about here.]373

4.2 Mechanisms of power law distributed off-fault activity374

We observed a systematic change in γ with increasing normal stress and successive stick-slips. The375

latter highlights the connection between off-fault activity, and fault evolution in form of roughness376

reduction with larger displacement. The influence of roughness and normal stress on the off-fault377

activity can be understood within the context of varying asperity-size distributions on material in-378

terfaces: Higher normal stresses on rough faults result in an increase in effective contact area and a379

relative higher proportion of large asperities (Dieterich and Kilgore, 1996; Goebel et al., 2014). In addi-380

tion, variations in fault roughness strongly influence the spatial decay of off-fault stresses (Dieterich381

and Smith, 2009), and thus also the spatial decay of AE activity, if stress is mainly released seis-382

mically. Fault roughness and seismic off-fault activity are related through the following equation383

(Dieterich and Smith, 2009; Powers and Jordan, 2010; Goebel et al., 2014):384

γ = cg − H, (1)

where cg is the geometric dimension, and H is the Hurst exponent of a fractal rough fault (see385

e.g. Mandelbrot, 1982; Turcotte, 1997). Goebel et al. (2014) noted that this is a more general form386

of the initially suggested model by Dieterich and Smith (2009), that accounts for the difference in387

asperity shapes and corresponding stress perturbations in 3-D. In 3-D, stress decays with distance388

(r) from an asperity as 1/r3 as opposed to 1/r2 in 2-D. Consequently, we expect the off-fault activity389

exponent to vary between 2 and 3 corresponding to Hurst exponents between 0 and 1 (Eq. 1). This390

expectation is approximately met by our observations (e.g. Figure 11), although γ may reach values391

below 2 for rough faults that are loaded at high normal stresses. Surfaces with Hurst exponent of392

H = 1 are connected to a relatively larger proportion of roughness at large wavelengths compared393

to surfaces with H = 0 which show a larger proportion of roughness at small wavelengths.394
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4.3 Fault smoothing and the influence of normal stress and fault formation his-395

tory396

Our results show that fault evolution is complex even on incipient fracture surfaces in the labo-397

ratory. This complexity arises due to the interplay of fault roughness, stress and fault formation398

history. Changes in off-fault activity exponents, which were characterized by an initial increase399

over the first 1–3 ISPs, indicate strong fault smoothing at the beginning of the experiments. This400

is in agreement with a previous study during which we inferred a strong initial reduction in fault401

complexity based on decreasing fractal dimensions of AE hypocenter distributions (Goebel et al.,402

2013b). In that study, we observed fractal dimensions to decrease from initial values of 2.5 down to403

values close to 2. The latter is consistent with a predominantly planar distribution of AE hypocen-404

ters in 3-D and progressive fault smoothing. Fault smoothing is likely associated with the formation405

of zones of localized slip. These zones, which form after as little as 1–3 stick-slip events, were also406

observed in post-experimental thin-sections (e.g. Figure 3). Within the present study, we observed407

a reduction in secondary cracking and associated AE activity with successive stick-slip events (see408

e.g. Figure 5) indicating that off-fault damage seems to also progressively localize.409

Experiment WG05 deviated from the other three experiments by showing consistently low γ-410

values and lacking the initial periods of fault smoothing. This could be explained by an interplay of411

fault formation and evolution effects: The freshly formed fracture surface for this experiment was412

connected to a comparably large fault angle which changed gradually with successive stick-slip413

events. The preferred fracture angle of Westerly granite is between 25–30 ° (e.g. Mogi, 2007), which414

is in agreement with our experiments except for experiment WG05 (see Suppl. Fig 5). The fracture415

process of experiment WG05 may have been influenced by material heterogeneity or slight devi-416

ations in orientation and width of the saw-cut notches leading to γ-values which are higher than417

expected. The systematic changes in fault angle after the initial fracture process are likely related418

to changing slip surface orientations and a more favorable alignment with the principal stresses.419

Moreover, for this experiment, we observed a relatively wider damage-zone and large-wavelength420

anastomosing crack structures in post-experimental thin-section and CT-scans. The extent of the421

damage-zone may be connected to repeated variations of principle slip surface orientations. Thus,422

a combination of initial fault zone orientation, and changes in fault zone structure due to stick-423

slip fault motion are likely responsible for the observed differences in characteristics of AE density424
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distributions.425

Goebel et al. (2014) observed that increasing fault normal stresses result in a decrease in γ for426

experiments on rough saw-cut surfaces. We compare these results with values of γcorr from initial427

ISPs of the current experimental series (Figure 11). The two sets of experiments, including experi-428

ment WG05, can be described by a negative, linear relationship between γcorr and σn (see squares429

and solid black line in Figure 11). This relationship highlights the sensitivity of rough surfaces to430

variations in normal stress so that larger normal stresses generally lead to a slower spatial decay431

of AE events with respect to the fault axis. Besides the influence of normal stress, Figure 11 also432

displays the evolution of laboratory faults with successive stick-slip events. Within the first 1-3433

ISPs, the γcorr-values increased rapidly (colored ellipses in Figure 11) reaching values similar to434

that of a smooth, polished surface (gray, dashed ellipse in Figure 11). This similarity between γcorr435

of relatively mature, fractured surfaces and polished saw-cut surfaces may also imply similar fault436

roughness. Consequently, the repeated rupture of natural rough surfaces over series of stick-slip437

events is likely connected to extensive surface smoothing, so that mature, gouge-rich faults show438

similar AE density decays to fresh, polished surfaces with little to no displacements. Based on439

the current set of experiments, we cannot resolve how generic the observed smoothing processes440

are, raising the question, whether all natural-rough surfaces eventually evolve into smooth faults,441

characterized by localized slip and decreasing spatial extents of off-fault activity.442

Fault smoothing rates likely depend on the formation history and stress state of the fault.443

Roughness reduction may be most effective within a certain range of conditions, e.g., high initial444

roughness and favorable alignment with the principle stress axes. The difference in the smoothing445

process is most easily seen for experiment WG05 which showed no evidence of fault smoothing446

within the present range of displacements. The current experimental series are limited to compara-447

bly small displacements and we cannot rule out that secondary smoothing processes will become448

active or observable after sufficient displacement has been accumulated. Despite these limitations,449

we observe many similarities between the statistics of AE events and natural seismicity. This high-450

lights the importance of our results for the understanding of seismicity variations in nature.451

[Figure 11 about here.]452
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4.4 Is fault evolution limited to small displacements?453

A power-law decay in seismic off-fault activity is in agreement with a theoretical study Dieterich454

and Smith (2009) and a study of the spatial decay of seismicity in the proximity of natural faults455

(Powers and Jordan, 2010). Powers & Jordan suggested that off-fault activity exponents decrease456

systematically with increasing displacements and fault smoothness even at large displacements of457

up to 300 km. Our results support progressive fault smoothing with successive stick-slip events,458

however, this process may not be continuous. Within the range of displacements of the current459

experimental series, we observed that faults rapidly reached an approximately constant value of460

γ suggesting that roughness remained at a stable level thereafter. Similar observations have been461

made for exhumed crustal fault zones, for which a reduction in roughness and extension of damage462

zone widths are predominately active within the first 10–100 m of cumulative fault displacements463

whereas above no evolutionary signal is observable (Sagy et al., 2007; Savage and Brodsky, 2011;464

Brodsky et al., 2011). On the other hand, a reduction in fault step-overs and geometric disorder is465

observed even for faults with large cumulative displacements (e.g. Wesnousky, 1988; Wechsler et al.,466

2010) suggesting that evolutionary processes are active on mature faults.467

The differences between laboratory and natural seismicity can possibly be attributed to addi-468

tional complexity in structure and roughness of natural fault zones. Most of the off-fault activity469

exponents of natural seismicity fall within a range of 1 to 2 (Hauksson, 2010; Powers and Jordan, 2010).470

Powers & Jordan noted that this range of exponents is consistent with theoretical results for seismic471

off-fault activity in the proximity of fractal, rough faults in 2-D for which γ = 2 − H (Dieterich and472

Smith, 2009). However, as pointed out in Goebel et al. (2014), in 3-D one expects the seismic off-fault473

activity to be related to the fractal roughness over γ = 3 − H. The roughness of natural faults474

may be controlled by depth persistent structural features like fault step-overs. These step-overs475

likely introduce a roughness component that is approximately constant with depth and changes476

only along strike thus influencing the off-fault seismicity decay similarly to a fault in 2-D. Hence,477

fault-normal seismicity distributions are likely influenced by both surface roughness and struc-478

turally induced roughness which may explain the entire range of γ-values including high values of479

up to γ = 3 in Powers and Jordan (2010). This influence may also explain the apparent discrepancy480

between studies that propose fault smoothing to be continuous vs. studies that propose smoothing481

to only be active at small displacements. Moreover, our experiments highlight the role of increased482
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normal stresses which cause faults to appear “seismically rougher”, i.e. they are characterized by483

a slower spatial decay of seismic off-fault activity.484

5 Conclusion485

We conducted four frictional sliding experiments on rough fault zones that evolved from incipient486

fracture surfaces. The laboratory-created faults showed many similarities to natural fault zones487

including a core deformation zone consisting of gouge and areas of slip localization as well as488

an off-fault damage zone with decreasing crack density at increasing fault-normal distances. We489

observed a connection between the characteristics of seismic-event density distributions and the490

structure of complex, laboratory-created faults. The core deformation zone was associated with491

consistently high AE activity whereas the off-fault damage zone showed a power-law AE density492

decay. The exponent of this power-law is sensitive to normal stress and changes in fault roughness,493

and can be used to document fault evolution with successive stick-slip events.494

The laboratory faults showed strong evidence for fault evolution during the initial 1–3 interslip495

periods as a consequence of fault smoothing and reduction in fault complexity. Over the follow-496

ing interslip periods, fault evolution was no longer observable based on variations in off-fault AE497

distributions. The lack of evolutionary signals suggests that fault smoothing processes are most ef-498

fective during early stages of fault development. Relative differences in off-fault activity exponents499

between experiments were predominantly controlled by the normal stress on the faults revealing a500

linear relationship between normal stress and off-fault activity exponents for rough faults. Conse-501

quently, increasing normal stresses generally result in a relatively slower spatial decay of seismic502

off-fault activity.503

Our results highlight that fault roughness, stress state, and formation history of a fault are im-504

portant parameters that control near-fault seismicity distributions. Distinguishing between roughness-505

and stress-related variations in fault-normal distributions of natural seismicity may provide impor-506

tant insights into fault zone properties including along strike variations of frictional properties and507

stress.508
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Figure 1: Loading curve for experiment WG04 which resulted in three large stress drop (LSD) events and five
small stress drop (SSD) events. The extent of the interslip periods (ISPs) between the LSD events is indicated
by black arrows at the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 2: AE hypocenters of experiment WG04 projected into a best-fit fault coordinate system and viewed in a
plane parallel and perpendicular to the fault. Left column: Fault-parallel view of AE events. The approximate
fault extent is highlighted by a gray ellipse. The gray, dashed lines mark the approximate location of the
notch tips. Center column: AE events within a fault-perpendicular plane (see inset on bottom left). The extent
of the saw-cut notches is indicated by gray bars at the top and bottom. Right column: AE events within a
fault-perpendicular plane viewed from the top of the sample. Each row marks a different interslip period
of experiment WG04 labeled from ISP1–ISP3 from top to bottom analogous to Figure 1. Dots are colored by
magnitude.
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Figure 3: Example of fault zone extent after fracture and subsequent stick-slip sliding during experiment
WG07. a): Photographic image of the center of the post-experimental fault zone. The width of the core defor-
mation zone (wf) varied between 1 to 3 mm along the direction of slip. White arrows indicate the direction
of maximum compression. b): CT-scan of the same fault area as in (a). Black, linear features highlight extent
of core deformation zone that consists of sets of anastomosing cracks. The CT-scan images confirmed a core
deformation zone width between 1 to 3 mm. The large crack outside of the core deformation zone (upper
right) was formed early during the experiment and was active only during initial periods. c): Microscopic
image of thin section of the red rectangular region highlighted in (c). The core deformation zone contains
ultrafine-grained gouge, larger clasts and pervasive micro-crack damage, as well as one or more principle slip
zones. The minimum width of the core deformation zone was between 1–1.5 mm. Outside of this zone, we
observed a network of micro- crack damage that was present in most of the thin section.
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Figure 4: Example of AE density distribution (blue circles) as function of fault-normal distance for experiment
WG07. The blue line depicts the fit of the power-law distributed data between the power-law bounds marked
by Ymin and Ymax (vertical, dashed lines).
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Figure 5: AE event density as function of fault-normal distance for the three ISPs of experiment WG04. Power-
law exponents are displayed next to the straight solid lines in each frame and minimum bounds of the power-
laws are highlighted by triangles. The insets show changes in γ for different values of Ymin and the corre-
sponding KS-distances, i.e. the minimum between distances between modeled and observed distributions
(see text for details). The best-fit Ymin value (black dashed lines in inset) minimizes the KS-distance. The
corresponding γ-values are marked by horizontal, colored, dashed lines within the insets.
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Figure 6: Changes in off-fault activity exponent (γ) with successive stick-slip events. Markers are colored
according to different experiments. The solid lines are trend lines highlighting the initial rapid increase in γ

followed by approximately constant values. The green dashed line represents an extrapolation for experiment
WG04 using an exponential function of the form: γ = A − B exp(−Cn), where A, B and C are empirical
fitting parameters, and n is the respective ISP.
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Figure 7: Changes in fault orientation inferred from AE populations for experiment WG05 (left) and WG07
(right). The marker-colors correspond to AE events recorded during the individual ISPs of an experiment.
WG05 had relatively larger fault angles which decreased with successive stick-slip events whereas WG07 had
an approximately constant angle of 27°. Experiment WG07 displayed some AE activity related to secondary
faulting below the end of the upper notch (green ellipse).
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Figure 8: Fault structure and orientation in post-experimental computer tomography scans of experiments
WG05 (left) and WG07 (right). The fault angles are highlighted by solid green and orange lines. For a compar-
ison, we also highlighted a 35° angle for experiment WG07 (orange, dashed line). The insets show the fault
structure without marked fault angles. The saw-cut notches filled and inserted teflon sheets are visible to the
upper left and lower right of each image.
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Figure 9: Off-fault activity exponent (γs), corrected for hypocentral uncertainty, and normal stress. We ob-
served an inverse, linear relationship between γcorr and σn (inset). The larger markers within the inset depict
average values of γcorr for later ISPs and the smaller markers show value for individual ISPs. Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient, p-value and Spearman’s rank are displayed in the lower left of the inset. We used this
relationship to correct the different values of γ in Figure 6 for different normal stress level, expectedly, result-
ing in a partial data collapse within narrow range of exponents.
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Figure 10: Connection between fault structure and across-fault AE density profiles. a): AE density distribution
displayed on double logarithmic scales (red circles). The fault core is connected to a constant AE density,
which is followed by a transitional zone over which the AE density decreases gradually, as well as the off-
fault damage zone which is characterized by a power-law decrease in AE density and lastly, the background
damage which is the source of the background AE activity. b): Thin-section of fault core consisting of highly
fractured grains and gouge, and the transitional damage zone with highly damaged material that shows
evidence of localized shear deformation (see also Figure 3c). c): Thin-section of off-fault damage zone. Loose
particles and gouge were removed. Micro-cracks are highlighted in blue.
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Figure 11: Compilation of off-fault activity exponents corrected for hypocentral uncertainty (γcorr). We show
results of experiments on saw-cut surfaces with predefined roughness (Goebel et al., 2014) as well as complex
fault zones that developed from incipient fracture-surfaces (this study). The black symbols represent results
from the saw-cut experiments: black squares are relatively rough surfaces whereas the black circle (upper
left) is from an experiment on a polished surface (for details, see Goebel et al., 2014). The colored symbols
represent the fractured surface experiments: The colored squares are γcorr-values during initial ISPs; round,
colored symbols are average γ-values; and the small colored markers show γcorr during individual ISPs (colors
are the same as in Figure 9). The off-fault activity exponents of the relatively rough surfaces (both saw-cuts
and fractured surfaces) follow an inverse linear relationship with normal stress (dark solid line, slope = 3 ·

10−3 MPa−1). The fractured surface experiments evolve toward slightly lower peak stresses and higher γ

values with successive stick-slip events (colored ellipses and arrows), except for experiment WG05. The inset
depicts a schematic diagram of fault evolution within based on laboratory-created fault zones.
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Experiment lRS σdiff Uz σn τ

[cm] [MPa] [mm] [MPa] [MPa]

WG04 5.0 ± 0.15 365 ± 6 3.0 ± 0.003 261 ± 6 198 ± 6

WG05 4.2 ± 0.15 296 ± 6 4.1 ± 0.003 372 ± 6 276 ± 6

WG07 3.7 ± 0.15 293 ± 6 4.3 ± 0.003 237 ± 6 170 ± 6

WG08 3.0 ± 0.15 288 ± 6 3.7 ± 0.003 280 ± 6 224 ± 6

Table 1: Mechanical data and loading conditions of the four presented experiments. The length of the saw-
cut notches increased from WG04 to WG08 which led to a reduction of the length of the rough surface area.
Initially, samples were fractured at Pc = 75 MPa and then reloaded at 150 MPa. lRS: approximate length of the
rough fracture surface, σdiff: maximal differential stress during sliding, Uz: maximum vertical displacement
of loading piston, σn: normal stress, and τ: shear stress. σn and τ were corrected for notch length and change
in fault area due to slip (see text for details).
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Sample wf Ymin lRS γ p-value
[mm] [mm] [cm]

WG04 1–4.2 ± 1 3.8 5.0 ± 0.15 3.2 ± 0.07 0.18
WG05 1–4 ± 1 0.9 4.2 ± 0.15 1.9 ± 0.01 0.15
WG07 1–3 ± 1 2.0 3.7 ± 0.15 3.1 ± 0.03 0.45
WG08 0.5–2.5 ± 1 1.6 3.0 ± 0.15 2.1 ± 0.02 0.11

Table 2: Width of core deformation zone (wf ) estimated from post-experimental CT-scans, thin sections, and
photographic images as well as lower bound (Ymin) and exponent (γ) of power-law distributed AE densities.
lRS is the length of the rough fracture surfaces.
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Sample γ γave γcorr p-value NAE NAE/s NLSD NSSD

WG04 3.37 ± 0.15 3.45 ± 0.14 3.06 ± 0.14 0.21 17,363 4.58 3 5
WG05 1.84 ± 0.10 1.91 ± 0.08 1.84 ± 0.08 0.11 20,020 4.24 6 5
WG07 3.19 ± 0.12 3.27 ± 0.04 2.92 ± 0.08 0.18 27,797 3.51 6 8
WG08 2.58 ± 0.17 2.54 ± 0.09 2.44 ± 0.08 0.29 17,890 2.45 6 5

Table 3: Overview of off-fault activity and AE rate for the four experiments. γ: off-fault activity exponent,
γave: average power-law exponent and standard deviation for all ISPs except the initial ISP, γcorr: power-
law exponent corrected for hypocentral uncertainty, p-value: goodness-of-fit of estimated γ-values, computed
by Monte-Carlo resampling, of the modeled distributions and comparing them to the observed distributions
(Clauset et al., 2009). Within the scope of this study, we consider a power-law a valid hypothesis for p-values
above 0.10. NAE: Total number of AE events, NAE/s: Number of AE events per second.
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1 Sample geometry and loading conditions1

Figure 1 shows a sketch of loading conditions and sample geometry of the employed Westerly2

granite specimens. Most of the deformation was focused toward the center of the sample in the3

proximity of the saw-cut guided fracture zone. Initially, we loaded the sample triaxially under a4

confining pressure of Pc = 75 MPa, which led to the creation of a fracture zone with naturally devel-5

oped roughness. We then locked the fault by increasing the confining pressure from 75 to 150 MPa.6

We resumed differential loading at constant displacement rates (20 µm/min, and corresponding7

strain-rate, ǫ̇ ≈ 3 · 10−6
s
−1) resulting in fault activation in form of series of stick-slip events.8

[Figure 1 about here.]9

2 Sensitivity analysis: sample size, fault axis centering, rotation10

angle11

Within this section, we show results from the sensitivity analysis of parameters that influence the12

characteristics of the final AE density distributions. Initially, we tested the influence of different13

sample sizes on the determined AE density distributions (Figure 2). An increase in sample size14

1



resulted in a decrease in the data scatter and increased smoothness of density distributions. The15

slope of the off-fault activity is largely constant for all sample sizes.16

[Figure 2 about here.]17

Furthermore, we tested the sensitivity of the determined AE density distributions on initial18

projections of AE hypocenters into the corresponding fault coordinate systems. This was done by19

systematically varying the rotation angle, and fault axis position. A fault-normal shift of the fault20

axis with respect to the initially determined axis changed the characteristics of the observed density21

distributions strongly (Figure 3). Increasing shifts between true and determined fault axes results22

in density distributions with local maxima that do not coincide with the position of the fault axis.23

Additionally, we observe increasing densities in the vicinity of the fault axis where we generally24

would expect densities to remain constant. Thus, large inaccuracies in determined fault axes can25

easily be identified by visual inspection of the resulting density distributions.26

[Figure 3 about here.]27

Lastly, we test the influence of errors in rotation angles on density distributions, i.e., the best-28

fitting fault angle, µf, is modified by adding an angle, dµf (Figure 4). A systematic increase in dµf29

results in a broadening of the roll-over region. Similarly, the minimum bound of the power law30

distributed off-fault seismicity occupies larger values. The off-fault activity exponent changes only31

minorly, i.e., off-fault events appear to decay slower with fault normal distances with increasing32

fault axes misalignment.33

[Figure 4 about here.]34

3 Changes in fault angle, µf, with successive stick-slip events35

Figure 5 provides an overview of the angles between vertical loading axis and principal slip zones36

(µf), inferred from AE hypocenter populations. This angle is referred to as fault angle consistent37

with the main manuscript. Generally, the values of µf varied between 27° and 30°, except for38

experiment WG05 for which µf decreased from 40° to 35° within the scope of the corresponding39

stick-slip series.40

[Figure 5 about here.]41
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4 Changes in off-fault activity exponent with normal stress42

Figure 6 displays the density distributions for the four experiments of AE events that occurred43

within all ISPs excluding the initial ISPs which showed the strongest deviation from the average44

γ value. Generally, we observed higher values of γ for experiments WG04 and WG07 (γ = 3.4 for45

WG04 and 3.2 for WG07) than for WG05 (γ = 1.8) and WG08 (γ = 2.6) (Figure 6). This is in agree-46

ment with the previously estimated values of γ based on averaging over the latter ISPs. These47

values highlight that for WG04 and WG07, there is a relatively larger proportion of AE activity48

closer to the fault axis while WG08 and WG05 show larger proportions of AE further away from49

the fault. The comparably highest off-fault activity and slowest activity-decay was observed for50

experiment WG05. The comparably wide zone and continuous curvature of the density distribu-51

tion below Ymin for experiment WG04 is likely caused by the cumulative deformation over three52

stick-slip events which was also connected to a systematic increase in Ymin.53

[Figure 6 about here.]54
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of sample geometry and loading conditions for notched Westerly granite
samples. The samples were inserted into a rubber jacket to separate them from the confining oil. We used 14
AE transducers, attached directly to the rock surface, to detect and locate AE events, and 6 active senders to
construct a velocity model as input for the subsequent travel-time inversion.
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Figure 2: Changes in AE density distributions as function of different sample sizes. Increasing the sample size
from 40 to 240 results in no systematic variation in the off-fault seismicity exponents.
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Figure 3: Changes in AE density distributions as function of fault-normal shift of the fault axis. An inaccu-
rate determination of the fault axis causes noticeable deviations of AE density distributions from commonly
observed distributions including local maxima that do not coincide with the fault axis position and apparent
increases in densities within the core deformation zone.
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Figure 4: Changes in AE density distributions as function of variation in rotation angle (dµf) used to project the
AE events into the corresponding fault coordinate systems. Inaccurate AE projections result in a broadening
of the roll-over region while off-fault activity exponents change only minorly.
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Figure 5: Changes in fault angle (µf) with successive stick-slip events for all four experiments.
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Figure 6: Changes in seismic off-fault activity for all experiments. AE densities were computed from all AE
events of an experiment, except for events that occurred during the initial ISP which showed the strongest
deviations from the average value of γ. Power-law exponents and uncertainties are highlighted in the lower
left of each frame.
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